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As Professor George Vithoulkas
enters his 50th year as one of
homeopathy’s greatest and most
prolific teachers, he discusses his
theory of how homeopathy works in
the quantum field, in an exclusive
interview with New Homeopath. He
also outlines the action homeopaths
must take to propagate homeopathy
and ensure its survival in a
mainstream medical world.

THE SPIN OF ELECTRONS
A QUANTUM THEORY FOR
HOMEOPATHY
his is such an important issue that I believe that the one who
will answer it will revolutionise not only homeopathy but the
whole of medical practice. I do not claim to have the answer,
but perhaps my way of thinking on this question may intrigue
some research scientists, like those working in the field of
quantum physics, in laboratories like CERN, to investigate this matter.
Sometime ago I was discussing this matter with a physicist working in a
similar research laboratory and I would like to give you the gist of my
discussion concerning this important issue, as I tried to explain it to him.
I told him that my perception, after so many years of experience in
treating all kinds of diseases, is that the highly potentised remedy, if it is
synchronised in order to be appropriate for the case, at the moment of
touching the organism causes a phenomenon of an electromagnetic
nature. After such a contact, several serial events will take place until
symptoms start to manifest. One of these serial changes within the
organism most probably is the change in the spin of the electrons.
This thought implies that during the beginning of sickness, a change in
the electrons’ spin will take place, which would then become more chaotic.
I would like to explain the way I understand it. When an organism is
stressed (diseased or unbalanced) and the chronic disease is in its
beginning, there is a change in the spin that is ‘harmonious’; for example,
the spin of the electrons changes from clockwise to anticlockwise. As the
chronic condition becomes deeper and deeper, the spin movement tends
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to become more and more chaotic until the system cannot tolerate this
chaotic situation anymore. It then jumps into a new chronic mode of
movement which is more anomalous, but still somewhat organized. In
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What is your understanding of how homeopathy works?

About the author
Since 1968, Professor George Vithoulkas has trained thousands of
homeopaths and medical doctors in classical homeopathy. He has
eight honorary professorships and is twice Doctor Honoris Causa.
He has received many awards, including the Right Livelihood
Award, the alternative Nobel Prize, for his contribution to the
revival of homeopathic knowledge and for training homeopaths.
His college, the International Academy of Classical Homeopathy, is
spearheading research into homeopathy and its integration into
mainstream medical practice.
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any case, this movement is different from the original movement of
electrons when the system was in a state of healthy balance.
An example of the drastic change from one state to another is in the
case of epilepsy. During an epileptic fit, the spin becomes crazy, totally
chaotic, but after the crisis the system returns to a steadier, but still
unbalanced, state.
Needless to say that analogous changes in the movements of all small
particles (quarks, bosons, etc.) inside the nucleus of the atom are also
happening, but I believe are much more difficult to discover.
If we could show the change in the spin of the electrons in the disease,
this would be sufficient to explain the action of the potentised remedy.
The highly potentised homeopathic remedy, once it is chosen correctly,
most probably brings about a reset in the disturbed field of the
electrons’ spin.

Why do you say this?
Experience has shown me that the effect of the highly potentised
homeopathic remedy is instant, with lightning-like speed, on a level that
can only be within the force field of the organism.
During the beginning of a disease, this initial disturbance of the force field
cannot be observed and examined with today’s experimental equipment,
except on one subatomic structure: the electron’s behaviour. Perhaps in the
coming years we may have the technology to investigate how disease
changes the flavour of some other small particles like quarks, bosons, etc.
I believe that it is now time, with the research that has been taking
place in quantum physics so far, to open such discussions and start
serious investigations in the existing laboratories.

Do you have a general theory of what is happening with high
potencies, and perhaps which is the most appropriate
potency to be used?
I do have some ideas, but it is too early to discuss at this time. Suffice it
to say that what Hahnemann called the vital force is not a simple, unified
force but an extremely complex and multilevel field of subtle forces.
In my understanding, the force fields are more subtle than atoms,
electrons, nuclei, quarks, bosons and the Higgs particle. They are of the
order actually of quantum force fields that are constituting the archaic
building blocks of life.
I hope that soon, scientists who are working in these laboratories will
realise that after breaking down the Higgs particle, a more subtle reality
in the form of force fields will open in front of them. The investigation of
such fields of force will be the future objective of scientific research that
I believe will give answers to many enigmas existing today in medicine.
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They will actually confirm the truth of the vital force in homeopathy and
will revolutionise not only homeopathy, but medicine in general.

Which is your favourite aphorism, and why?
It is number 153 which says that in order to match the most similar
remedy to a specific pattern of a patient’s symptoms, you must take into
consideration primarily the most striking, strange and peculiar symptoms.
In homeopathy, we have the most individualised system for treating
individuals and this quality of our treatment should not only be
promoted but also applied properly. I am not sure that all practitioners of
homeopathy understand the importance of this paragraph of the
Organon, as in every case the practitioner should pick these most
peculiar symptoms that constitute the essence of the case.
The essence of the case is not a particular sensation, feeling or
thought, but a combination of the strange, rare and peculiar symptoms
that give an overall picture characteristic of a remedy as we know it from
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Professor Vithoulkas teaching doctors on a postgraduate course at the IACH

What do you mean by complete education?

Poster which has been awarded as the Best Poster (Certificate of Excellence) at the Congress
“MOVEMENT AND COGNITION INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE – Neurological Conference”

The effect of the highly potentised homeopathic remedy
is instant, with lightning-like speed, on a level that can
only be within the force field of the organism

the proving in our Materia Medica.
This is hard work, because you have to have a knowledge of the
remedies and then investigate the case in front of you in its global
totality: mental, emotional and physical. The conscientious homeopath
should not seek short cuts and clever ways to bypass the necessary
knowledge that a well-trained homeopath must have.
Homeopathy is not psychoanalysis, in which you seek the root of the
problem in mental or emotional trauma. The trauma can be on a somatic
level and this is so most of the time, considering the pollution in which
we live, the intrusion of multiple vaccinations from the very beginning of
our earthly life, the virulent influence of drugs upon our immune system,
etc, etc. Many homeopaths were misled into searching for non-existent
shadows, far away from real symptoms on which to prescribe: a utopia
called ‘modern homeopathy’ that misled thousands of students and left
them totally disappointed.
See the expulsion of homeopathy from the NHS in the UK a few
months ago. Do you think that this could have happened if homeopaths
were in their majority successful practitioners with tangible results? The
few successes here and there by the classical, conscientious homeopaths
are not enough to persuade the different governments that this is a
healing system worth supporting.
Unless it is understood that homeopathic practitioners should have a
complete education on this extremely complex subject, there is no hope
for a full recognition of homeopathy within the medical profession.
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It is true that no educational course on classical homeopathy at this stage
could be considered as totally complete or final, but one that has passed
the scrutiny of several medical universities and has been adapted by them,
like our E-Learning course1 at the International Academy of Classical
Homeopathy (IACH), could perhaps be considered today one of the most
complete in classical homeopathy. The holders of the Diploma from this
school are having the best possible results in practice, judging from the
thousands of positive comments we have received about this course.
In the last two years, students of the Academy have published cured
cases in conventional medical journals for the first time in the history of
homeopathy. It is very important that such cases, of patients treated with
the individual remedy, were accepted for publication in conventional
peer-reviewed journals (see Box 1). This is what I mean by saying we need
to work hard.

We hear that you have presented your work to
conventional medical congresses. What kind of reception
did it receive?
It is good you are asking this question. We have been invited to present
papers at international medical congresses of very high standards (see
Box 2). These papers have outlined new ideas that have an application not
only in homeopathy but in general medicine as well. These new ideas I
have exposed in my book, Levels of Health2, and in my article, The
Continuum of a Unified theory of Diseases3. The paper we presented to
the congress held at Harvard Medical School received the prestigious
award of best poster4. So slowly but steadily we have started to infect
conventional medical thinking with new ideas coming from homeopathy.
The activities coming from IACH and its dedicated students keep alive
this great traditional healing methodology. I hope and believe that your
journal will assist our efforts in order to spread the unique knowledge
bequeathed to us by the great genius of Samuel Hahnemann. ●

a phenomenon of an electromagnetic nature
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